How to find information for STK license generation

There are two kinds of licenses that can be generated for STK: Network, used in computer labs and Node-Lock, for installation on a single computer. Each license requires computer-specific information in order for the license to be generated.

**Network License:**
*Information to be taken from the computer that will hold the Licensing Server*

**Host ID (a.k.a. Physical Address)**

- Click the **Start** Button
- Type `cmd` in the search window
- Click `cmd` app under the Programs header
- In the command window type `ipconfig /all`
- Scroll up or down until you find the **Ethernet adapter Local Area Connection** and note the **PHYSICAL ADDRESS**. This is the **Host ID**.

**IP address**

- Scroll to the top of the `cmd` window.
- To determine the IP address, the user will have to find the adaptor that is connected to the network. **The IPv4 address is needed.**

*(Cannot be a NIC or Wireless card.)*
**Node-Locked License:**
Information needs to be taken from the computer that will use the license

**Host ID (a.k.a. Physical Address)**
Determine as above

**Registration ID**
In the command window:

Type **C:** to ensure that you are referencing the C: drive

Type **vol**
You should see the "Volume Serial Number: XXXX-XXXX". That is the information we need.

Recipient Name
This can be either the name of the person who will be using the machine or the Hostname as determined above.